The Autonomous Workplace

Team 2

WORKPLACE!! I read your mind like Master Yoda..

Telepathic you are, Yoda you are not..
CoreNet Global Hackathon

A COVID-19 Virtual Ideation Experience

Data has a better idea...
Why is it so hard to get close to you...

Oh... it’s because I’m in my invisible bubble...

Look how Trendy I am... in case you burst my bubble...
“The ‘Autonomous workplace’ will be the amalgamation of factors addressing the changing employee expectations and workplace consumption, harnessing the power of prescriptive and self-actioned data analytics whilst delivering organizational performance boost through mass personalization at marginal costs.”
Interesting taste in art & furniture....

It's called the 5 senses ok! Eye, nose, ear, mouth and hand...?
“Our senses allow us to experience .. Our optimal experience will be determined by our workplace. Our five senses are crucial elements that will determine our mood, productivity and wellbeing.”
Why are we dressed like bears?

I think we're popular and everyone likes "beer"o'clock?
“To **explore the human dimension** is to understand **Chronotypes** to enhance design standards we can start with ‘**WELL’ standards. This will set benchmarks for what comes next - the **new norm**.’

**WELL** Standards

- **Explore human dimension in design**
- **Enhanced design standards to focus on touchless office experience**
- **Benchmarks for social distancing ensure new norms for seating, cafeteria, meeting room and recreational spaces**
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